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 Philosophy of Sciencep y
◦ What is science?

 Research                                         Ethics
H h ld i i◦ How should                                         scientists           
behave?

 Science and                                        
Society
◦ Education,                                          funding, 

lawlaw
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 Monday 
◦ Introduction; Philosophy of Science

 Tuesday Tuesday 
◦ Science, pseudo-science and ideology
◦ Research Ethics – ethical theory - Espen Gamelund
Wednesday Wednesday 
◦ Environmental Ethics  - Espen Gamelund
◦ Science and Education – Svein Sjøberg
Th d Thursday
◦ The Modern University; Dissemination – Beate 

Elvebakk
◦ Research Ethics – misconduct cases

 Friday 
◦ Publication and Authorship, Ethical guidelines
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Publication and Authorship, Ethical guidelines 
◦ Science, Uncertainty and risk



 1-14th June (list to be circulated) 
 Each student attends a morning or afternoon ac stude t atte ds a o g o a te oo

session
 Opportunity to get feedback on essay ideas
 Essay submission 30th June
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 80% for lectures (register)

 Essay seminar not strictly obligatory (but 
i l f li i !)getting approval for an outline is!)

 Exam: 6 8 page essay (pass/fail) Exam: 6-8 page essay (pass/fail)
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 Book: Chalmers: What is this
thing called science?thing called science?

 Articles: Links and pdf files
 pdf files will be available on pdf files will be available on

the website until 30th June

 Additional: 
plato.stanford.edu/contents. 
html
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 Ask:
What defines scientific method?◦ What defines scientific method?
◦ Why is scientific knowledge different 

from other forms of knowledge?
◦ Can we distinguish between science 

and philosophy, poetry, technology, 
religionreligion…
◦ What is the difference between a 

scientific theory and a non-scientific 
theory?
◦ Can science help us believe in the 

truth of an external world?
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truth of an external world?



”It might be thought that either philosophers or sociologists would 
have been able to illuminate the nature of science and why it hashave been able to illuminate the nature of science and why it has 
been so successful. Also not only have they failed to do so but 
some have instead provided what they regard as good reasons for 
doubting whether science really does provide an understanding of 
the way in which the world works while providing no real threatthe way in which the world works…while providing no real threat 
to science they have become an increasingly vocal group, with an 
unfortunate influence on the study of science and its history…

”Fortunately for science these philosophical claims have no 
relevance to science and can be ignored defining the nature ofrelevance to science and can be ignored…defining the nature of 
science is of only marginal interest, for it has no impact on their 
day to day activities”  

Lewis Wolpert: The Unnatural Nature of Science (Faber and Faber: 
London. 1992 
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 Intellectual: educational scholarly informed opinion Intellectual: educational, scholarly, informed opinion
 Practical/Social: society’s perception of science and 

scientists is influenced                                               
b h hby what they                                                           
think science is.

 Political: scientific Political:                                                       scientific       
analphabetism,                                          education,       
funding 
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 Pictures from Svein 
Sj b SAS 2002Sjøberg, SAS, 2002 

 http://folk.uio.no/
sveinsj/sveinsj/



 Intellectual: educational scholarly informed opinion Intellectual: educational, scholarly, informed opinion
 Practical/Social: society’s perception of science and 

scientists is influenced                                               
b h hby what they                                                           
think science is.

 Political: scientific Political:                                                       scientific         
analphabetism,                                          education,         
funding, policy,                                                                 
academic freedomacademic freedom 
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Lysenko and Khrushchev
Wikepedia
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”Født sånn eller blitt sånn”
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The Times



Diederik Stapel, November 2011
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l d l Aristotle and Plato – no distinction between 
science and philosophy

 Greeks to the Age of Enlightenment Greeks to the Age of Enlightenment –
mysticism, religion, ideology
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h 16-17th Century
◦ Francis Bacon: 

Experimentation, pe e tat o ,
inductivism,”Science is 
knowledge; knowledge is 
power”.power . 

◦ Rene Descartes: human 
reasoning; ”I think therefore Ireasoning; I think therefore I 
am” 
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 Vienna Circle (early 20th century)
l f◦ Logical positivism, verificationism

◦ Rudolph Carnap, Otto Neugarth, 
Moritz Schlick
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Theories justified by induction
– the ONLY basis for scientific 

f k l d d d f

knowledge: LOGICAL POSITIVISM

 Scientific knowledge is derived from 
observation statements by induction

 Observation supplied a secure basis Observation supplied a secure basis 
upon which scientific knowledge can                  
be based

 Science                                             
starts with                                   
observation

Laws/theories

observation
Induction Deduction

Facts acquired 
through observation

Predictions     
and explanations



 Vienna Circle: Planned to create an oasis of 
reason in a sea of irrationality. Saw philosophy 
as the ”hand-maiden of science”, working to 
clarify issues for natural scienceclarify issues for natural science.

 Bertrand Russell: attempted to formalise the 
foundations of mathematics from a set of 
logical axioms (Principa Mathematica, 1910)

 Ludwig Wittgenstein: redefinition of truth from 
one of correspondence to objective fact to oneone of correspondence to objective fact to one 
of agreement between persons 
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 Inductive arguments are not logical Inductive arguments are not logical
 Observation cannot be separated from theory
 Science doesn’t start with observation Science doesn t start with observation
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Hypothesis

Logically deduced
consequences –
to be tested by 
experimental
observation

Laws/theories

observation
Induction Deduction

Experimental
observations

Facts acquired 
through observation

Predictions     
and explanations
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 Abduction – the selection of the best 
hypothesis to explain observations – and the 
reasoning to do this. 

Theory/models

Hypotheses

Facts acquired 
through observation

William of Ockham



J l 4 1910J l 4 1910 F bF bJuly 4, 1910 July 4, 1910 –– February February 
23, 200323, 2003



 Communalism: knowledge produced by science should be 
available to all; that scientific results are the common ;
property of the entire scientific community

 Universalism: claims to truth are evaluated in terms of 
universal or impersonal criteria, and not on the basis of 

l d li i ti lit ll i ti trace, class, gender, religion, or nationality; all scientists 
can contribute to science regardless of race, nationality, 
culture, or gender 

 Disinterestedness: Objectivity; Non-biased free from Disinterestedness: Objectivity; Non biased, free from 
ideology

 Originality: Research should be novel and add something 
to our knowledge and understanding. 

 Scepticism: Results should be vigorously tested

Zi I S i l i it bj ti it ? N t

25

Ziman, Is Science losing its objectivity? Nature



 Karl Popper (1943): The Logic of 
Scientific DiscoveryScientific Discovery

 Thomas Kuhn (1970): The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions

 Paul Feyerabend (1975): Against Method: 
Outline of an Anarchistic Theory of 
KnowledgeKnowledge 

 1970s-21st century: increased focus on 
social and political institutions (Ian 
Hacking Bruno Latour Philip KitchnerHacking, Bruno Latour, Philip Kitchner, 
Shelia Jasanoff)     
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